Black Panther
Ta-Nehisi Coates
When a superhuman terrorist group called "The People" sparks a violent
uprising, the land of Wakanda, famed for its incredible technology and
proud warrior traditions, will be thrown into turmoil; but can its king, the
Black Panther, save it from this fate? Collects Black Panther Nos. 1-4.
Spectacle
Megan Rose Gedris
Pragmatic engineer Anna works as a psychic in the Samson Brothers
Circus, but she doesn't believe in anything supernatural--until her twin
sister Kat is murdered and comes back as a very demanding ghost.
Sharing a room with her sister was hard, but now they're sharing a body
while trying to identify the killer. With few leads, a troupe full of secretive
folk, and strange paranormal occurrences popping up around the circus,
solving the case seems near impossible. But the murderer in their midst
may be the least of their problems.
Rick and Morty
Zac Gorman
Join the excitement as depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane
adventures with his awkward grandson Morty across the universe and across
time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage granddaughter Summer, his
veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry.
M.F.K
Nilah Magruder
In a world of sleeping gods, a broken government, and a fragile peace held
in the hands of the corrupt, one youth must find the strength to stand up
against evil and save humanity. This story is not about that youth. It's about
Abbie, who just wants to get to the mountain range called the Potter's Spine
and scatter her mother's ashes. But the way is filled with sandstorms, wild
beasts, and rogues that wield inhuman powers and prey on poor desertdwellers. When one of these rogues threatens the town where Abbie takes
refuge, she must choose between running and unleashing her own hidden
power to meet danger head-on. Journeys are hard on the social recluses of
the world.

The Stone Man mysteries
Jane Yolen and Adam Stemple

Silex is a talking gargoyle on a cathedral in Scotland who moonlights as a
detective, assisted by a team of Scottish street urchins who do the grunt
work.

The Harlem hellfighters
Max Brooks
Follows the journey of the 369th Infantry Regiment, the first African
American regiment mustered to fight in World War I, from the enlistment
lines in Harlem to the training camp at Spartanburg, South Carolina, to the
trenches in France, all while facing struggles and discrimination for a chance
to fight for America.
Becoming Kareem, growing up on and off the court
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Raymond Obstfeld
An autobiography about Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and his life growing up in
New York, becoming the basketball star he's known to be, and getting
involved in the world around him as an activist for social change.

Girld made of snow and glass
Melissa Bashardoust
At sixteen, Mina's mother is dead, her magician father is vicious, and her
silent heart has never beat with love for anyone--has never beat at all, in
fact, but she'd always thought that fact normal. She never guessed that her
father cut out her heart and replaced it with one of glass. When she moves
to Whitespring Castle and sees its king for the first time, Mina forms a plan:
win the king's heart with her beauty, become queen, and finally know love.
The only catch is that she'll have to become a stepmother.
Time bomb
Joelle Charbonneau
Six students are trapped in their school after a bomb goes off, and must
fight to survive while discovering who among them is the bomber.

Red nemesis
Steve Cole
James is on home soil when he receives a package with a message from
beyond the grave. The package's mysterious contents put James at the heart
of a long-running plot that, if it runs its course, will paint London's streets
red with blood. Not only will James have to fight to stay alive and save the
country he loves, but to clear the Bond family name, which he holds so dear.
The stakes couldn't be higher, and James doesn't know who he can trust.

Horizon
Scott Westerfeld
When Aero Horizon 16 crashes in the Arctic, eight children emerge from the
wreckage to find themselves alone and surrounded, not by ice, but by a
mysterious and deadly jungle full of carnivorous plants and predatory birds.
The other five hundred people from the plane are gone, not necessarily dead,
but taken by something that lives in the jungle.
Furyborn
Claire Legrand
Rielle may prove to be one of the Prophesized Queens, if she survives the
trials, and a thousand years later bounty hunter Eliana helps a girl who could
be the answer to the prophecy.

Renegades
Marissa Meyer
The Renegades are human, but with extraordinary abilities. They emerged
from the ruins of a crumbled society and established peace and order where
chaos reigned. As champions of justice, they remain a symbol of hope and
courage to everyone... except the villains they once overthrew. Nova has a
reason to hate the Renegades, and is on a mission for vengeance. Adrian is
a Renegade boy who believes in justice-- and in Nova. But Nova's allegiance
is to a villain who has the power to end them both.
Rise of the wolf
Jennifer A. Nielsen
Now a driver in the chariot races, Nic is still a target of the Praetors because
of the magical amulet he found, and they will do anything to get their hands
on it--and meanwhile Atroxia is beginning to wake up.

The surface breaks
Louise O'Neill
Deep beneath the cold, stormy sea, Gaia is a young mermaid who dreams
of freedom from her controlling father. On her first swim to the surface, she
is drawn towards a human boy. She longs to join his carefree world, but how
much will she have to sacrifice? What will it take for the little mermaid to
find her voice?

Thunderhead
Neal Shusterman
Rowan and Citra take opposite stances on the morality of the Scythedom,
putting them at odds, and the Thunderhead is not pleased.

.

Miles Morales, Spider-Man
Jason Reynolds
Brooklyn Visions Academy student Miles Morales may not always want to be
a super hero, but he must come to terms with his identity--and deal with a
villainous teacher--as the new Spider Man.

Pashmina
Nidhi Chanani
In this heartwarming graphic novel debut, Nidhi Chanani weaves a tale about
the hardship and self-discovery that is born from juggling two cultures and
two worlds.

Long way down
Jason Reynolds
As Will, fifteen, sets out to avenge his brother Shawn's fatal shooting,
seven ghosts who knew Shawn board the elevator and reveal truths Will
needs to know.

Unwind
Neal Shusterman
Three teens embark upon a cross-country journey in order to escape from
a society that salvages body parts from children ages thirteen to eighteen.

This mortal coil
Emily Suvada
In a world where people are implanted with technology to recode their DNA,
gene-hacking genius Cat must decrypt her late father's message concealing
a vaccine to a horrifying plague.

Proof of lies
Diana Rodriguez Wallach
When new evidence surfaces about her missing sister, Anastasia sets out
to follow the trail and lands in the middle of a massive conspiracy.

